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1.0 Introduction
This document provides an overview of the engagement process in the two Locality Plan
areas; Lybster to Berriedale and Castletown. It also outlines the next stages of
development work as a response to identified needs.
Need is an important concept, it is used in the planning and management of health
services including health improvement, resource allocation, and equity1. In strengths and
asset based community development, the focus is on the strengths and assets of the
people and communities such as skills, buildings, land, and other resources.
Resource allocation is often based on the amount of people in an
area. Identifying inequalities in rural areas requires an
understanding of how inequalities compare to those in urban areas.
Existing deprivation indices generally measure multiple
components of material and social disadvantage, however they are
frequently less effective in capturing the nature of rural deprivation2.
There are distinctions between material disadvantage in rural and
urban areas; important aspects of rural deprivation relate to hidden
unemployment, social isolation and lack in opportunities such as
poor access to services including shops and amenities, healthcare,
childcare or digital services3 and the importance of car-ownership is more pronounced in
rural areas4. There is a strong need to apply deprivation indices in ways that will best
reflect rural disadvantage. The Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation identifies deprived
areas, not people, it also states that not all deprived people live in deprived areas and not
everyone living in a deprived area is deprived.5 The Locality Plan areas are determined
by their high ranking on the SIMD index.
This document contains a synopsis of the responses to ongoing community engagement,
the methods for obtaining the data and, an outline of the anticipated next stages.

1.2 Rurality
People living in rural communities typically need to spend “10-20% more on everyday
requirements than those in urban areas”6. 94% of the land mass is of Scotland classified
as ‘rural’, however only about a fifth of the population reside in rural Scotland.

1

Health Knowledge, 2019 https://www.healthknowledge.org.uk/public-health-textbook/medicalsociology-policy-economics/4c-equality-equity-policy/concepts-need-sjustice
2 Fecht , D., Jones , A., Hill, T., Lindfield , T., Thomson , R., Hansen, A. L., & Shukla, R. (2018, June).
Inequalities in rural communities: adapting national deprivation indices for rural settings. The Journal of
Public Health, pp. 419-425.
3 Cloke P, M. P. (1997). Living lives in different ways? Deprivation, marginalization and changing
lifestyles in rural England. Trans Inst Br Geogr , 210-230.
4 Gilthorpe MS, & RC., W. (2003). Rural/urban differences in the association between deprivation and
healthcare utilisation. Soc Sci Med , 2055–63.
5 Scottish Government. (2016). Introducing the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation 2016. Retrieved
from https://www2.gov.scot/Resource/0050/00504809.pdf
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Joseph Rowntree Foundation 2010, https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/minimum-income-standard-ruralhouseholds
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The Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation (SIMD) provides data on
the levels of deprivation. Higher living
Inequalities arise from an array of
costs experienced by those residing in
complex interactions associated with rural areas are associated with
housing, income, education, social
transport costs, food prices, distance
isolation, disability - all of which are
from a town, so increased costs of
strongly affected by one's economic and
collecting goods, being further away
social status
from a gas main so higher cost fuel
types in housing. These issues affect
people who are in employment too, this
is because their income does not stretch as far as those in urban settings. However, the
challenges are compounded when people are experiencing poor health and well-being
such as living with disabilities, experiencing poor mental health, are isolated, living on a
low income, paying for public transport to access work or services.
Caithness comprises a ‘rural and remote rural population’. The Third Sector increasingly
serves local needs; one study suggests there are ‘significant opportunities for rural
Scotland to address the heterogeneous needs of scattered, low-density populations’.7 The
Community Empowerment Act (2015) creates an enabling environment to address
inequalities.

1.3 Community Planning Partnerships
The Community Empowerment Act (2015) introduces new powers to communities by
strengthening voices in decision-making about local assets and enabling participation
requests with organisations in charge of public services, such as hospitals, schools and
transport, about how to improve these services. Many of these organisations are present
at Community Planning Partnership meetings and are therefore well-positioned to report
on inequalities identified by engagement officers and other bodies in the community.
Cooperation across the Public, Third and Independent Sectors will not only facilitate
accelerated learning and skills development but also provide a collaborative platform to
tackle inequalities. The Locality meeting in Lybster to Berriedale is chaired by Jim
Donaldson, Station Manager, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, the Castletown Locality
meeting is chaired by Police Inspector
Alasdair Goskirk. Locality Planning enables
local people to shape services that are
important to them.

7

McSorley, L. 2008. Special Study on Living in Poverty in Rural Areas. Research report, Edinburgh:
SAC Consulting.
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2.0 Results
2.1 Castletown

Health
Wellbeing

Most prevalent themes

Identify
partnership/next
stage

& Travelling to Inverness for orthodontic Brought to attention of NHS at
treatment
CPP – Being addressed.

Obtain more detail, transport
and distance to services are
Better support for mental health factors
needed__________________
______________________
New
Community
Café
Affordable eating place to socialise underway – Tuesdays and
required
Thursday, Drill Hall.
Unsuitable
public
transport
times
to
Getting Around
the towns, impacting the ability to gain
work and attend health care and other Reported to Stagecoach,
appointments. X99 to Inverness, ongoing.
insufficient seating for those with Caithness Rural Transport
prams or (hidden) disabilities
ongoing
evaluation
of
No early morning buses to Wick or services.
back through in the evenings.
A new service is provided by
Aarons, this is helping.
Create opportunities around
Work & the
current assets. Youth Club,
Local Economy Not many opportunities for work
Drill Hall, Community Café,
Community
Council
–
Insufficient childcare, evenings and explore
social
enterprise
weekends.
models.
More help needed for running Youth Build capacity – awareness of
participation roles. Assist with
& Club
funding.
Assistance required to manage areas
of land that are important for the Assist with grant funding and
community, grass cutting etc
governance
Fence required for field next to swing
park, currently used for football but Youth Club keen to address
immediately next to main road.
local issues where possible
A strong sense of wanting a central Work with new Community
Community
Identity & Spirit hub/cafe to bring people together for Café, Youth Club, Drill Hall,
recreation, socialising and learning.
Community-Council
Community newsletter required to ongoing.
keep people informed.
Heritage Centre a great
More community involvement in local source of local information
interests.

Facilities,
Services
Activities
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2.2 Lybster
to Berriedale
Health
Wellbeing

Getting
Around

Most prevalent themes

Identify partnership/next
stage

for

Brought to attention of NHS at CPP –
Anticipated to be resolved soon - ongoing

Need to reduce isolation, crofting
communities and older people

Increase capacity of existing centres
including transport to them. More support
needed for Befrienders – a lifeline for
many.

& Travelling

to
Inverness
orthodontic treatment

Paramedics passing on and
receiving vital information to attend
to patients have no, or a broken
signal in Dunbeath making the work
of emergency services difficult.
Unsuitable public transport times to
the towns, impacting the ability to
gain work and attend health care
and other appointments.
No transport from Caithness
General Hospital on discharge, no
public transport a taxi costs £35.00
Students studying in Thurso have to
allow two hours to get to college and
are not home until 7.30pm in the
evenings.

?

Reported to Stagecoach, ongoing.
Discussed
with
Caithness
Rural
Transport. Ongoing.
____________________________
Consider alternative solutions Caithness
Rural Transport – funding?
THIS TRAVEL TIME HAS BEEN REDUCED
SINCE REPORTING - MONITOR THE
SITUATION

Work & the Very few work opportunities locally. Create opportunities around current
Travel to the towns is expensive assets. Work with new Development
Local
and difficult when relying on public Trust
in
Dunbeath,
Dunbeath
Economy

Facilities,
Services
Activities

transport.

Preservation Trust,
enterprise models.

Not enough childcare particularly
out of regular working hours.

Highland Council have increased nursery
provision in an expansion plan, rolled out
in rural areas August 2019.
Lybster – Caithness Community
Connections are a key partner with
addressing inequalities experienced by
young people.
Highlife Highland deliver a number of
activities for young people.

Youth work needed Lybster and

& Dunbeath

consider

social

______________________

Toilets in Lybster closed.
___________________________
Utilise buildings in Dunbeath.

The end of the annual gala has left
Community
Identity
& a gap in community events.
Spirit
Community newsletter required to
keep people informed.

North Lands Creative has applied to take
control (mid year). No current update.
A new Development Trust for Dunbeath
will help the community develop and thrive
through
community-led
activity,
partnership working and enterprise.
North Lands Creative held a summer
event called the ‘Highland Fling Festival’ in
August, they are now producing a
community newsletter. LLCCDC also
organise community events
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2.3 Common themes

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Issues around public transport are found in almost
every area of life in Rural Caithness. Those who rely on
it are disadvantaged in numerous ways.
*They are more socially isolated
*Experience barriers, both financial and
practical, when trying to access medical services.
*Access to higher education is extremely difficult
*Older people and those with disabilities have to
wait long periods whilst standing

INTERNET CONNECTION AND
SPEED
Internet technology is essential for
everyday actions, and the need for
speed is essential for accessing
some medical services, obtaining
information, connecting with family
and friends, accessing media and
entertainment,
business
information and networking and
educational purposes.
Accessibility is notably troublesome
for many rural dwellers, many have
no connection, and many more find
their connection so slow that it is
virtually unusable.

Insufficient childcare – Expansion Plan
A number of people reported that either they or
people they know, are unable to find suitable
childcare in order for them to obtain work.

There were numerous accounts of
people having to travel in order to
connect to the internet.
Working from home is an attractive
option for rural dwellers, however,
poor connectivity means they are
disadvantaged in this way because
of a poor internet connection.

Highland Council have announced that there are a
number of local settings that will be expanding on
the current government funded entitlement of
Early Learning and Childcare for eligible 2, 3 and 4
year old children.
“The current entitlement is 600 hours per year,
which equates to 16 hours, term time. The new
entitlement is 1140 hours, which equates to 30
hours, term time, or 23 hours if taken over 50
weeks. Government expectation is that this will be
available from Aug 2020, so we are offering this in
Caithness 1 year ahead of schedule.”
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2.4 Voices
Lybster to Berriedale
▪ “We go to school in the dark, wait in the rain for
buses that are often not on time, get told off for
being late, miss activities because there is no
suitable transport home, go home in the dark
and then attempt to do our work with a very
poor internet connection” Rural teenager
▪ “I love it here, I will stay here forever, it is safe”
▪ “I would like to stay here when I am older, I
want to start my own business, I am going to be
minted!”
▪ “There is nothing good about living far away
from the town”
▪ “It’s the young I feel for, we have had our day
but what about them?”
▪ “Without rural transport I wouldn’t be able to get
to the Centre (Dunbeath) or to appointments”
▪ “It is very difficult to run a business here as the
broadband is so terrible”
▪ “Isolation and depression is a real problem in
these communities, what is there for young
mums at home most of the time”
▪ “We need more people to volunteer, there are
too few people on lots of committees, people
are afraid to commit”
▪ “Without the Day Centre (Dunbeath) I wouldn’t
see a soul”
▪ “People say they want this and that but when it
is there, they don’t use it – it is very frustrating”
▪ “Berriedale residents have been promised
broadband over and over but they are still
waiting”
▪ “There are groups of young boys running riot in
the community (Lybster), knocking on doors
(playing chappie), damaging property and
taking eggs from nests”
▪ “There is nothing to do for teen boys” (Lybster)
▪ “The housing department do not uphold the rule
of one pet per home (Lybster), this would
resolve some of the recent issues”
▪ “We need more housing in Dunbeath, both
private and social, our population is declining”
Resident
▪ “Why did all the shops close? (Lybster)
▪ “There is a need for someone to coordinate
skills development, cinema trips, athletics and
homework groups for young people”
▪ “More support is needed for the social needs
and mental wellbeing of the crofting community”
▪ “I’ll leave Caithness when I am old enough, I
don’t like it; there are no jobs”
▪ “Bairns are going hungry in the school holidays”
▪ “Windfarm funding is restricted and not as easy
to access as you might think”

Castletown
▪ “There are a lot of close families which is
good, but it is hard to tap into new
relationships”
▪ “The surgery is excellent, nothing is too much
trouble”
▪ “Transport is a problem if you rely on
Stagecoach; we are fortunate to have a bus
service but there are not enough services”
▪ “Why can’t we get braces tightened here
instead of Inverness? It takes five minutes but
I need to take a day off school and my mum
has to take time off work”
▪ “Living on Universal Credit is exhausting,
trying to get work seems impossible when
taking into account travel costs and juggling
childcare”
▪ “I have to cancel health appointments, just
because I can’t afford to get there”
▪ “We have no wind farm money like other
Caithness communities”
▪ “People here have to get a bus to attend a
foodbank, how can you if we have no money?”
▪ “Some are struggling with debt, CAB are good
but some people are embarrassed to go”
▪ “The Youth Club should be used more, or
open for more age groups”
▪ “We need to restore our buildings, many are
lying empty or underused”
▪ “We need a place where people can gather on
a regular basis, our café is long gone”
▪ “It’s great the bairns can play football here
(field next to swing park) but its right next to
the main road, a fence is needed”
▪ “I have to take time off work every time my
child’s braces need to be adjusted, every few
weeks I have to pay for travel and take a day
off – that is an inequality!”
▪ “We could do with more outdoor and sports
facilities”
▪ “We really need to invest in tourism; make it a
more attractive place to draw tourists and then
creating attractive amenities to keep them”
▪ “We are worried about the bairns who have to
cross the road near the school, vehicles come
round the corner at some speed; it’s an
accident waiting to happen”
▪ “We are very well serviced here”
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3.0 Methodology
This chapter discusses the research methods used to
identify inequalities in rural Caithness.

3.1 Research Paradigm
The research design provides the outline for the research
methods, data collection and analysis. It consists of the
following components: ontology, epistemology and methodology.8 Ontology is about
‘what’ we know; epistemology is the ‘how’ people have arrived at that knowledge, and
methodology is the process of studying it.9
My research framework is constructed with an ontological position of relativism that
assumes the experiences being studied are complex and unforeseen possibilities are
inevitable10 and participants view their experiences differently.11
The epistemological approach is interpretivist. Interpretive researchers attempt to identify
assumptions within perspective; resisting the urge to evaluate too soon and prepare for
the possibility of surprise.12 The justification for adopting the interpretive paradigm is that
participant experiences are taken at face value and care taken to avoid making any
suppositions.13 The main qualities of this paradigm is the focus on the entirety of the issues
and experiences and acquiring underlying explanations rather than simple
measurements.14

3.2 Data Collection Methods
The process of capturing evidence was through focus
groups, one-to-one interviews with residents, delivering
several pop-up surgeries, speaking with organisational
representatives and also through questionnaires.

8

Scotland, J. (2012). Exploring the Philosophical Underpinnings of Research: Relating Ontology and
Epistemology to the Methodology and Methods of the Scientific, Interpretive, and Critical Research
Paradigms. English language teaching, 9-16.
9

Cresswell.J.W (2012) Research design: Qualitative and mixed methods approaches. SAGE
Schuemann (2012) A Phenomenological Study into How Students Experience and Understand the
University Presidency
11 Cresswell.J.W (2012) Research design: Qualitative and mixed methods approaches. SAGE
10

12

West.S (2016) Meaning and Action in Sustainability Science: Interpretive approaches for socialecological systems research
13 Moustakas. C (2004) Phenomenological Research Methods. SAGE
14 Van-Esch & van-Esch. (2013) Justification of a Qualitative Methodology to Investigate the Emerging
Concept.
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3.3 Sample

Locality Plan area - Castletown

18%
39%
Under 18
18-59

43%

60+

Total of 177 residents participated (Jan-July)

Locality Plan area - Lybster to Berriedale

29%

33%
Under 18
18-59

38%

60+

Total of 227 Residents participated (Jan-July)
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In addition, organisations and bodies that represent people living in the local area were
consulted and added another layer of data.

Castletown
Primary
School
Cafe
steering
group

Castletown
Youth Club

Drill Hall
committee

Bodies that
serve and
represent
local people

Community
Council

Home-Start
Caithness

Rainbows
Heritage
Centre

Castletown
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Dunbeath
Preservation
Trust

Lybster Day
Centre

Latheron
Improvements
Group

Caithness
Community
Connections

Ass. of
Community
Councils

Lybster
Community
Centre

Lybster CC

Biscuit and
Blether

LLCCDC

Dunbeath and
District Health
and Wellbeing
hub

Dunbeath
Youth Group

Bodies that
serve and
represent
local people
Northlands
Creative/CDH

Girl Guides

Berriedale and
Dunbeath CC

Forse of Nature

Wick High
School

River Bothy

Portland Hall

BEAR

Befrienders
Tannach Wind
Farm

Lybster and
Dunbeath
Primary
Schools

Lybster to Berriedale
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Caithness
Disabled Access
Panel
Chamber of
Commerce

Fire and Rescue

Let's Get On
With It
(LGOWIT)

Foundation
Scotland

Caithness
Health
Improvements
Forum (CHIF)

Highland
Council
Discussions with
County-wide bodies
that operate and
represent people in
the rural areas.

Community
Payback Service

Home-Start
Caithness

NHS, ‘Near Me’
service

HIE

Citizens Advice
Bureau

Befrienders
Police Scotland

Caithness wide organisations consulted
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3.4 Limitations of the research
Limitations
It is necessary to outline the limitations of the research. It is expected that (1) something
can be learned about the individual participants’ experience of living in their rural area, (2)
something can be learned about the experiences of people they know and (3) we can gain
an understanding of local perceptions of related issues, at that juncture a line can be
drawn around and not generalised further afield.15
The questions revolved around ‘what is good, what is not so good and what could be
improved in their area’, allowing enough leeway for participants to answer in their own
words and telling their own stories.16 Additional questions were posed to draw out more
information, particularly relating to equity barriers and enablers.
The research begins with the assumption that participants will be experiencing some
inequalities due to the allocation of a Locality Plan in place for each of the areas.

3.5 Ethical considerations
The nature of Caithness means that participation in activities can be very visible and so,
great care has been taken to protect individual comments. Sensitive information that
pertains to specific inequalities has been absorbed into the broader picture to ensure
confidentiality. Names of individuals were invited in the public meetings but as time went
on and as similar stories were built, names were not recorded.

3.6 Reliability and Validity
Credibility is essential in research. In this study, the consistency and regularity with which
common experiences emerged support the reliability and credibility of the results.
Legitimacy needs to be achieved without claiming uncontested certainty.17 Reliability and
validity is developed in this study by discussing how relevant aspects of the results are
with people that live and work in the Locality Plan areas.

3.7 Analysis
A thematic analysis seemed the most appropriate for this research. It is consistent with
the ontological perspective of relativism and best illustrates rural dwellers’ ‘stories’. The
process formulated by Braun and Clarke18 means working closely with the data to
saturation point then generating themes related to inequalities. These themes are then
categorised within the overarching themes of the engagement: Health & Wellbeing,
Getting Around, Work & the Local Economy, Facilities, Services & Activities and
Community Identity & Spirit

15

Smith.J.A, Osborn M (2004) Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis. Doing Social Psychology
Research. Blackwell.
16 Bryman. A. (2016) Social Research Methods. Oxford University Press.
17 Scotland. J (2012) Exploring the Philosophical Underpinnings of Research: Relating Ontology and
Epistemology to the Methodology and Methods of the Scientific, Interpretive, and Critical Research
Paradigms
18 Braun.V, Clarke. V (2013) Using Thematic Analysis in Psychology. Qualitative Research in
Psychology
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4.0 Next Stages
Explore the question, how can we increase
work prospects?

Work with the Drill Hall to enhance
capacity and provide ongoing support.
Community Payback Service are willing to help
with redecoration.
Caithness Voluntary Group have supplied the
committee with an opportunity to receive an
appraisal of suitable heating solutions.
Locality partners can support the Drill Hall with
improving the building and supporting events
and activities.
Developing local assets and partnerships to
reduce inequalities and build community capacity

Partnerships are supporting the Youth
Club to increase capacity to develop.
They have been successful in obtaining
funds from Stroupster Wind Farm to install
a heating system, this will improve
opportunities to generate an income. A
generous commitment of support was given
by a local company.
Community Payback Service are going to
build a store for the bouncy castle and also
do some maintenance work on the building.
Caithness Voluntary Group has provided
PVG’s for volunteers and ongoing support in
the development of the Youth Club including
signposting for funds.
Highlands and Islands Enterprise have
offered support to the Youth Club.
A future asset transfer is possible.

Locality planning meetings have not been
as frequent as they should be to be effective,
however, community groups have been supported
by various agencies without the meetings taking
place.

Castletown

Community Cafe – A feasibility
study was conducted in February
over a period of two days.
Over 70 responses indicated that local
people would support a community Café as
proposed, run by the Free Church of
Scotland. Several people saw it as an
extension of the community work the
Church is already involved in.
Several respondents remember a time
when there was a café in the village and
felt it was a positive thing for the community
in terms of providing a hub for locals to
come together to socialise and do activities
together.
The consultation provided suggestions of
activities that a community hub could
provide:
*a book loaning facility, toy corner for
children
*craft classes
* live music
*board games
*opportunities to meet new people and
meet with friends
*quiz nights

Caithness Voluntary Group has
provided funding and training options
for volunteers and trustees and support
with governance. Community Payback
Service redecorated their hall which
was being used by Home-Start family
group and is also used for youth work.

The Community Council should be supported to
strengthen capacity through increased community
participation and possibly increased hours of the
community warden.
Locality Partners can support the CC in a number
of ways, for example: connecting groups that can
share practical work or raising local interest in
helping the CC to achieve its aims.
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Lybster to Berriedale

Dunbeath Development Trust - Develop partnerships and support to help establish the
work of the New Development Trust. Potentially a key driver of economic and social
development, they are supported by CVG, HIE and DTAS.

Dunbeath Preservation Trust –

Owns numerous buildings, they are exploring
opportunities to generate an income to support the Heritage Centre and Trust assets. A feasibility
study suggested options for going forward including establishing a team of volunteers that can
support the future of the Trust’s work and possibly employing a development worker to manage
projects.

Dunbeath and District Health and Wellbeing Hub –

is an existing facility that
receives and requires community support. As well as providing meals for people living in the
vicinity, they organise a number of activities that bring people together for exercise, music, a walk
and talk. The implementation of our Eat Well - Age Well Project had taken many hours of hard
work, already the scheme is paying dividends, by day four we have handed out around 100
portions of soup and fruit. They urgently require more volunteer drivers.

Developing and supporting local assets and partnerships to reduce inequalities

Berriedale Portland Hall is an important resource for the community.
Providing activities for young and old such as meals for the elderly, craft club and seasonal tea
parties. They also share local information through community notices.

LLCCDC will continue 2020 in the same vein as 2019 with a varied range of classes and activities,
as well as our gardening and tool shed projects.
In 2020, we will;
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to develop our men's shed (tool shed) and increase users and classes
Set up an Allotments committee to manage our polytunnels, allotments and fruit
cages
Develop a 2nd summer programme for young people including offering another
photography summer school which has been so successful this year, and culminated in
an exhibition at Northlands Gallery
Continue to work in partnership with a range of local community groups in
offering support on funding streams, community constitutions, and capacity building
Continue to offer the centre as a 'drop in' facility for those seeking help and advice
on training and employment, as well offering services such as photocopying and
computer support
Latheron, Lybster, Clyth.
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Community Design House

is an Aspiring Communities project that aims to
connect with the local community of Lybster and surrounding East Caithness. With a
focus on sharing and learning glass making skills, the project has equal amibtions to
impact social cohesion by providing a safe and inclusive environment for participants.
Project strands have included:
Glass taster day and launch
16 Friday Morning Ambassador training sessions with concluding exhibition, May 2019,
in NLC Quatre Bras Gallery called Inclusion. The Ambassador project created a
jewellery making enterprise with a stand at Mr and Mrs Blood Drop/ Latheron Hall &
the Latheron Show and show case at North Lands Creative.
Through out the year Friday open sessions of glass making ran.
12 Community Outreach sessions with travelling art pod to the wider community
including Dunbeath and Lybster community centres, Pulteney Residential Care Home,
Dunbeath and Lybster School, Womens Institute Groups, Berridale Hall, Wick Youth
Group, Stepping Stones (delivered through out the year).
Through out the year Wednesday Community Creative Mentoring Sessions were
delivered, and work on jewellery for social enterprise.
The first edition of Free Community Newspaper ‘The Lybster Beacon’ was disrtibuted
in the village and during the Glass Nexus Forum weekend at North Lands Creative in
August. This community newspaper was created by 28 contributors and very well
received. It was especially a success with older folk who received the paper via free
delivery offered by Lybster Post Office to people in isolated areas. 2 more editions
are planned, with next edition being a youth led newspaper, containing much work
made in school holiday Creative Write and Make Club.
6 Virtually There classrooms are to be scheduled next year between practising glass
artists talking via live screen, from their studio to ours.
Youth Activities have included our 7- 16 years Young Ambassadors Youth ‘Glas’
festival week and October Creative Write and Make, 0-3 Messy Mice sessions in
October and recent Young Contemporaries Lybster exhibition that was a
collaboration with Lybster, Latheron,& Clythe Community Development Company
based. The exhibition, held in NLC Quatre Bras Gallery featured photography by 4
local teenagers and ceramic and glass work by other young people in the village.
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Caithness Community Connections have been running youth clubs from Lybster
Village Hall for P1-3 and P4-7 every Friday (term time), a teen cafe and messy play
sessions since April 2019. These have been very well attended with over 45 children and
young people attending every week. We have spent the last couple of weeks writing
funding bids to secure longer term funding for this project (hopefully 3 years). We have
secured 2 years of funding for Thrumster Youth Club through the Eon Camster fund. In
addition we have run Messy Play sessions in village halls down the East Coast and have
provided pop up activities such as slime making.
We have undertaken a couple of community clean ups in Lybster and managed to secure
a skip from Highland Council to help the most deprived area in Lybster start to clean up
their gardens and streets.
Food poverty is clearly an issue and we have provided some holiday sessions in Lybster
to not only give the children and young people some positive activities but to ensure they
have had at least some hot meals during the holiday period. Where possible left overs have
gone home with children and young people

Latheron Improvements Group

Berriedale and Dunbeath
Community Council meet
monthly to inform and work on
a number of local initiatives.
They are looking at holding a
community event in 2020.

Latheron has a very active committee that has
secured funding to deliver a number of
community improvements. Residents frequently
work to improve the environment aesthetically,
this constituted group that organise courses,
events and other capacity building activities.
They work together to monitor and report
concerns about ongoing road safety on the a9.
Members of this group are also active in other
groups including Locality Planning.
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4.1 Partnerships and Initiatives identified
The Aspiring Communities Fund, supports the delivery of the Fairer Scotland Action Plan
and reinforces the commitment to empowering communities.
The engagement process includes exploring community based services such as those
supporting deprived or fragile communities and increasing turnover of supported
organisations through new or improved community owned assets.19 Future projects might
incorporate the following topics, ascertained through conversations with community
groups.

Castletown
Initiative 1 – Collaboration project for a community hub that involves several
partners, Drill Hall, Community Café, Community Council and others.

Initiative 2 Castletown Youth Club – Opportunities to improve facilities through two
phases. Firstly, by improving structural facilities, installing heating system, new kitchen,
and improvements to décor. There are also additional opportunities for vocational
learning, training and support to access healthy food and support for carers or special
needs families. Possible asset transfer.

Lybster to Berriedale
Initiative 1 - Collaborative project to tackle inequalities in transport
A number of issues with transport have been highlighted, for example; young people
attending college in Thurso have a (almost) two hour journey each way, and older people
relying on community transport to attend appointments or social activities. Transport
issues affect individuals’ ability to gain employment; ‘fair work helps people escape
poverty, the Fairer Scotland Action Plan states that everyone needs access to a job that
pays a fair wage and treats people fairly, with more consideration to individual employee
circumstances and build job flexibility around the employee’.20

Initiative 2 – Collaborative enterprise to tackle isolation in older people
The Fairer Scotland Action Plan introduced a new social isolation and loneliness approach
in 2017, it requires a coordinated approach to tackling social isolation and loneliness. A
project aimed at being a ‘good neighbour’ is in the early stages, this will include several
partners across the district including day centres used primarily by older adults.

19
20

https://www.scdc.org.uk/news/article/aspiring-communities-fund/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/fairer-scotland-action-plan/pages/9/
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5.0 Appendix
Lybster to Dunbeath - Engagement with young people

What is good?

What is not so good?

What
improvements
could be made?

Good spirit in Forse
Quiet
Scenic
Fairy Glen
Potential Youth Hub
Smaller classes in primary
schools
Whalligoe
Possible Apprenticeships
Strong friendships
Dunbeath Strath
Portland Arms
Community Halls
Food places
Forse of Nature
J.O.G Trail
Guides
Harbour
Two swing parks
Shelliigoe beach
Fish and chip van (although
expensive)
Waterlines
Open spaces
Harbour museum

Travelling
to
Thurso
College, no direct route,
need to leave at 7am to
arrive in time and not return
home until 7.30pm.
Nothing to do
Poor internet connectivity
Galas disappeared
Nowhere to meet friends
Sunday bus times, return
bus to Lybster comes back
from Wick earlier than going
out time
People coming and going
Unsocial behaviour
Shops closing down
Trek for emergencies
Difficult to get jobs –
transport
Difficult to get to activities –
transport
Northlands Glass more
outward looking in the past
No female doctor at surgery
Some families are struggling
to feed children in holidays.

Open public toilets
Install bus timetables
More
opportunities
for
activities and socialising
Improve broadband
Portland Hotel – better
communication, is it open or
not? Employing or not?
Publicise football matches
better
Return after school club at
Smiddy in Thrumster
Buses – not enough seats
Bus shelter at Lybster
Stagecoach
pass
inconsistencies
Improve safety Forse bus
stop – safety concerns
Improve travel to college,
work and activities
A gym in Dunbeath
More local jobs
More
partnerships
that
prevent food poverty.
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Engagement results with adults

What is good?

What is not so good? What
improvements
could be made?

Schools
Dunbeath Well-being Hub
Lybster Day Centre
People are friendly
Safe
Beautiful scenery
Community buildings
Welcoming community to
incomers
Latheronwheel Harbour
Dunbeath Harbour
Dunbeath Heritage Centre
Lybster Harbour
Northern Glass
Portland Hotel
The River Bothy
Portland Hall Befrienders
meal
Latheron
Improvements
Group
Classes at LLCCDC
Biscuit & Blether CofS Hall
Lybster
Good neighbour scheme –
Lybster Day Centre
Latheronwheel woodland
paths
Floral displays
Dr’s surgery
North Lands Glass, classes
We have a lot of wind farm
funding ----------------------

Feeling isolated
Very poor broadband
Stagecoach – poor seating
on buses
Insufficient
medical
services,
orthodontists,
maternity etc
Insufficient childcare
Lack of speed restrictions
through Latheron
Delivery charges
Lybster, rubbish at the
bottom of the village
Poor transport for older
people
in
Lybster,
Dunbeath and Berriedale
Not enough new housing
(Dunbeath)
People coming and going
from village (Lybster)
Drunk people outside pubs
smoking on street (Lybster)
Nothing for teenage boys
to do
Not enough employment
options

Improved broadband
More activities/youthwork for
young people
Better transport solutions
Central noticeboard/newsletter
Return of the gala in Lybster
More
community
events/celebrations
Better links with stagecoach
and schools, colleges
Improved transport for older
people to get to activities and
appointments
‘Fit’ housing Dunbeath
More housing, social and
private
Out
of
hours
mental
health/crisis support
Evening meetings for Locality
Planning
Inform and invite people to
participate in local planning
Form clear up/maintenance
groups
Access to a female GP
Improved signage, speed limits
(Latheron)

----but purposes need to be Review
funding
avenues,
reviewed. All the projects in invest in people, job creation.
the world are no good if
there aren’t the people to
staff them.

This area has experienced a number of consultations prior to and during 2019 including a Think Tank
organised by the Chair of the Berriedale and Dunbeath Community Council. There are also plans
underway for a consultation for Lybster, Latheron and Clyth, called Planning for Real, this will
commence after the summer holidays and will be conducted by the Development Company (LLCDC)
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Castletown - Engagement results with young people

What is good?

What is not so good? What
improvements
could be made?

School
Young farmers
People are doing up more
buildings
Park
Football pitch
Trying to fix the old mill
Fish & Chip shop
Youth Club
Quiet
Peaceful
Pretty
Annual Fun stuff
Gala
Mary Anne’s Cottage
Drill Hall
Free Church
Live close to friends
Dunnet Head
Good wheelchair access
Living near beach
Forests
Local eggs
One way club (P1-7)
JOG Ice cream
Not a lot of illegal stuff
No bad people
Large beach nearby
Not too hot like abroad
I know the area and the people
Cemetery walk
Youth Club
Not a lot of police are needed
Shop

Travel to Inverness for
major or dental treatment
We have to go away for
college
Dog poo
No poo bins
Concerned if ill and have
to go to Inverness for
treatment
No agricultural college
Job prospects after
training
Drive to Thurso for
activities
Potholes
Routes to school
potentially dangerous
(crossing road)

Open public toilets
Keep toilets clean
Re-open buildings
More trees
Fill potholes
More bins
More team efforts to
clear up litter
Stabilise buildings
Clear litter on beach
Get braces tightened
locally instead of a day
off school
Youth Club activities for
teenagers
More outdoor activities
for children/sports
Make something of our
buildings, Thurso is
short of community
buildings, we
(Castletown) have
several that are
underused.
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Engagement results with adults
What is good?

What is not so good?

What improvements
made?

could

School
Surgery
Swing Park (and the group
that worked to provide it)
Very well served
Home-Start Group
Shop
Beach
Nice walks
Active Community Council
Garden Centre
Lots going on
Gala
We know everyone
Good community spirit
Church
Lovely place
Chip Shop
Heritage Centre
Two garages
Keep fit
Line dancing
Excellent Medical Centre
Walking group starting soon
Butchers
Hairdressers
Toddler group
Virtually no crime (violence)
Hotel
BnB
Kids club at Church

Lack of opportunities to meet
Not enough advertising not all on
internet
Messy, weeds everywhere but
looks horrible when they just put
weed killer everywhere
Dog poo everywhere
Transport
Shared sense of fragility of
Caithness resources (ambulance
services, hospital facilities)
Nowhere for people to meet
Not enough employment options
Uninformed about Locality Planning
Poor public transport
Path to beach could be improved
as everywhere else roads are in a
bad way
No child care
Lack of unskilled work
Speeding through village
Concerned about future jobs
Local family connections very
strong but incomers can’t ‘tap into’

Providing improved mental health
services
Improve local walks, signpost trails.
Introduce a drama group
Open or build new toilets
Start a maintenance group/employ
village warden
More childcare options
Improve bus service
Dial a ride scheme would be good
Better busses for prams and older
people
Dog mess cleared up
A café, somewhere for people to meet to
share and pass time.
Local Newsletter
More people get involved in community
projects
More activities for older ones
Improve lighting on path to beach behind
garden centre
Café would attract people into the village
More people running the Youth Club
More structured activities at Youth Club,
narrower age groups
Lots going on but not publicised, a
newsletter would be good
No café between Thurso and JOG
More people should help with running
community projects
Reopen after school club

Caithness Voluntary group is a Company Limited by Guarantee registered in Scotland, no
150015, registered charity in Scotland SC002484
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